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TRACK INTERVIEWS 
(Conducted by Paul Di Resta) 
 
Q: Lewis, another pole position, you 10th pole position of the year. What have you got to 
say? 
Lewis HAMILTON: That was a tough qualifying session. Obviously the weather was going up and 
down and we didn’t really know what to expect. Obviously Ferrari are incredibly quick this weekend 
a lot of work went on in the background with my engineers to make sure we got the car to be best 
place we could. I’m just really happy to be here in Brazil, you know, knowing I’ve got Senna’s 
design on the back of my helmet, so I mean… I didn’t know I had the pole, the last lap wasn’t that 
great, if I’m honest, I had a bit of understeer in a few places but I was so grateful when I heard I got 
pole.  
 
Q: This place means so much to you. You can see the tribute you do to Ayrton every year 
and the Brazilian fans love you as well?  
LH: I just appreciate so much the love that I get here. It’s been a crazy journey with the Brazilian 
fans. Obviously the first year I came here I was fighting against Felipe and I was almost the enemy 
when I left but over the years it’s really grown to I think adore each other. There’s a huge amount of 
respect I have for them and I love the country so it works hand in hand.  
 
Q: What can we expect tomorrow. Obviously Ferrari are doing a different tyres strategy. I 
think you guys were going to do it but the rain compromised Q2, can you still dominate this 
race?  
LH: I don’t know, we’ll see. You’ve seen how quick the Ferrari’s are. I mean, they had a lot more 
blistering yesterday than we did on the supersoft tyre. I don’t know if it’s correct but we wanted to be 
on the soft and things kind of swung us the wrong way. Right or wrong we will see tomorrow but 
hopefully still, with the choice we have, I’ll make the best of it.  
 
Q: Enjoy tonight, at least you’ve got that four-metre head start tomorrow. Sebastian, coming 
very close there – P2. A different tyre strategy as we just discussed with Lewis. Are you 
happy with today?  
Sebastian VETTEL: Yeah, I think it was good fun. In the end I had a tiny lock-up in Turn 8. I got a 
good start to the second attempt in Q3 and I thought I’d go for it, but it was a little bit too much, so I 
lost some time and didn’t improve. It was very close, so it was a fun session.  
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Q: I don’t know if you are aware but you have been called to the stewards for the scale 
incident. What do you have to say about that?  
SV: I think it’s better if I don’t say anything… They shouldn’t call us, because when the conditions 
are changing like that I think it’s unfair if somebody gets called in and yeah, I wanted them to hurry 
up.  
 
Q: How difficult is it for a driver and an engineer to read the conditions when it’s coming like 
that. Is it more the driver’s feel or do you have to stick to the weather systems on the 
computer? 
SV: It’s a difficult one. Inside the garage we don’t really see much, you can’t see out. You have to 
trust the laps you did before. You have to trust the communication you are having with the pit wall 
on the conditions, what you see other cars are doing. But when it’s like this it can be anything, so I 
think in the end we all got lucky that we got more or less the same conditions for everyone, so as 
long as that’s the case then it’s fine.  
 
Q: Well, I hope you put on a good show like you did in Mexico, show that fighting spirit. 
Valtteri, third today, not far away, but I guess you can’t be happy with that? 
Valtteri BOTTAS: Yeah, not far away but here the margins are small. I knew this weekend I did 
have the pace to be on pole. I think it was there for me to grab but I couldn't take it today. I was 
more than two tenths up in the second run but lost everything in the last corner on the back straight 
without any tow, so it was quite disappointing.  
 
Q: When you see the rain falling what do you feel as a driver? Do you keep pushing or is 
there a bit of trepidation? 
VB: Yeah, it really depends on the situation but once the rain really started to come down luckily we 
already had a good lap on the board, so there was no need to take risks. But sometimes you need 
to go for it and try. 

PRESS CONFERENCE 
 
Q: Lewis, that looked like an exciting session in tricky conditions. Just what were the 
conditions like? 
LH: Well, the track was actually really good. There’s a lot of grip here and it’s a fantastic circuit. 
They don’t generally make circuits like this anymore. You’ve got the different… it’s quite hilly, but it’s 
a real challenge, even though it’s quite short. It’s very technical – but the grip felt quite good and 
obviously, the rain was popping in every now and then – but it was just spitting. It was difficult to 
really tell whether it was going to be slippery in the next corner or not – because when you’re 
travelling at the speeds we go at, on your visor, because you’re driving through all the rain, it looks 
like it’s raining more than it is. So, that was definitely tricky – but I think everyone did quite a good 
job with it – and luckily it held off so we could push at the end when the track was good.  
 
Q: You mentioned the speeds you’re doing here at Interlagos. Valtteri’s pole position last 
year was a new track record – you have taken more than a second off that time. Just how 
quick does it feel around here now? 
LH: With the new tyres, with the soft tyres, supersoft tyres and the updates that we have to our 
car… it’s a smaller circuit, shorter circuit, so therefore the difference usually… for example our car 
is a lot quicker than it was last year at this point – but it doesn’t show as much. At other circuits it’s 
three seconds-plus. Around here a second is still quite a lot. So, it does feel great though, around 
here. Into Six and Seven it’s a little lift through there basically and flat though… there’s no other 
corners where you’re flat out, or anything like that but you definitely do feel… the grip is what you 
feel, it’s just amazing. It’s better than ever.  
 
Q: Sebastian, coming onto you, less than a tenth of a second behind pole position. How are 
you feeling after that session? 
SV: Pretty good. I think it was fun. I think the track was good, as Lewis said, and obviously very 
close. I had a good start to my final attempt but yeah, tried a little bit too hard probably, going into 
Turn Eight in the middle sector and locked the front and then lost a little bit the rhythm. Tried 
something special in the last corner, didn’t work so… yeah. All in all pretty happy. I think we got the 
car where it is happiest, and the balance was good in qualifying throughout, so we’ll see. We’ll start 
with a different tyre tomorrow. Maybe that can make a difference.  
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Q: Just to elaborate on that point about the tyres, do you think that’ll be the crucial point in 
the race? 
SV: Hmmm… might be. I mean, I think it’s the tyre that probably most of us probably wanted to start 
on but then with the conditions it was a bit tricky. Yeah, in the end it wasn't really wet but there was 
some rain around the track, so yeah, happy that we got it done and now we start with a different 
tyre, so let’s see.  
 
Q: Valtteri, fastest in Q2, you’re less than a tenth off pole position but starting third 
tomorrow. Just sum-up the session for us.  
VB: I think the gap is a bit more than one-tenth but obviously, it’s a bit disappointing one red car got 
in-between us and the pace I had this weekend so far felt like I could definitely fight for the pole 
position, and I think it was there for me to grab it. But in the second run I was more than two-tenths 
up on my best lap but somehow Turn 12, just lost a little bit and then I think I was the first car out in 
the last run so I had no tow on the back straight and just kept losing time on the uphill. And I saw 
that it was not going to be an improvement, so for sure that’s disappointing but yeah, it was a strong 
qualifying for us as a team and another great pole for Lewis – but yeah, I think for tomorrow, we’ll 
see how our decision to go with the supersoft is going to… what’s going to happen.  
 
QUESTIONS FROM THE FLOOR 
 
Q: (Scott Mitchell – Autosport) Seb, could you just talk through the weighbridge incident 
please, just from your perspective – and are you now worried about getting a grid penalty 
for tomorrow’s race? 
SV: No, I don’t want to talk through. I think it’s pretty clear what happened, so. I think we do 
qualifying, we should talk about qualifying.  
 
Q: (Christian Menath – Motorsport-Magazin.com) Lewis, there was a situation between you 
and Sergey in Q2, I think. Can you talk us through that situation? It looked pretty scary from 
outside.  
LH: Yeah, basically everyone was on an ‘out’ lap – me, Sergey and everyone in front of me – and 
when you’re on your ‘out’ lap, towards the end of the lap Valtteri was up ahead of me so he was 
backing off to get his gap so I had to make sure I kept a gap with him. As far as I was aware, no 
one behind was on a lap so I was making sure I had the gap but then all of a sudden, out of the last 
corner – sorry, out of turn 11 - I saw a car coming at high speed so I was like ‘oh my God, is that 
someone on a lap?’ so I went to move to the left and that’s where he decided to go but he wasn’t on 
a lap, so I don’t really know what his thinking was really, with it, because respectfully, between all 
the drivers, we all do respect… you know, I could have easily tried to overtake Valtteri or Valtteri 
whoever was in front of him. We all know to keep our space by that point so it was generally quite a 
disrespectful move in the sense of where it was dangerous between us both because I was not 
expecting it to happen that way, and so I was actually trying to get out of his way but he ended up 
going inside but then he got to the corner and then slowed up to  utilise the gap but then also I don’t 
know whether to slow my lap up or not. It was kind of strange. It was completely unnecessary 
because we had a space behind, behind him there was a bit of a space so ultimately his lap and my 
lap weren’t great from that so hopefully he can learn from it.  
 
Q: (Scott Mitchell – Autosport) Valtteri, you talked about having a moment at turn 12, what 
happened on the lap? The car snap away or was it just not as quick?  
VB: No, I didn’t really have a moment, I just lost a few hundredths there, I think. I think at the 
beginning of the lap it was getting very good, then the middle of the lap was average and lost a tiny 
bit in the last corner, but the main time loss, I think it was more than a tenth,  was just up the hill, 
just losing time on the straight. No drama, but definitely not a perfect lap but I think with a perfect 
lap pole would have been possible.  
 
Q: (Michael Schmidt -  Auto Motor und Sport) Seb, in Q2 you were almost as fast as the 
Mercedes on the soft tyre, so the harder tyre, have you been surprised that there wasn’t a 
bigger gap with the supersoft?  
MS: Yes, the lap felt really good, the tyre felt really good. You go into the weekend, you have an 
estimation of what’s the difference between the tyres and then you do your Friday running and you 
might correct it but I was definitely surprised, the tyre felt really good. I don’t think it was much 
slower. Yeah, but it didn’t feel… usually we were expecting something like three or four tenths but it 
felt really good. I was surprised when I crossed the line in Q2 because I also kept some margin for 
the rain so could have gone faster on that tyre easily. So if it’s that good tomorrow, then happy 
days! 
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Q: (Christian Menath – Motorsport-Magazin.com) You’re starting on different tyre 
compounds. Lewis has been quite outspoken in Austin, I think, when you started on the 
harder compound, that it was quite a disadvantage there. What do you expect just from 
starting on different tyre compounds?  
LH: I was told that there’s not a huge difference, but there’s always a difference of some sort. It will 
definitely be a little bit interesting. It’s not a massive run down to turn one but Ferrari are very good 
at their starts in general normally. However, we are actually quite even in terms of the overall year 
performance with Ferrari. We’re actually quite equal with them, so we’ve both had a similar amount 
of good starts so I’m excited to just have a battle, you know.  But making that tyre last I think is 
going to be the interesting scenario but it is what it is. We’ll give it all we can tomorrow.  
SV: Again, we have an estimation of what the penalty might be with the harder compound at the 
start but it’s a very short way to turn one so we’ll see. I have quite good memories from P2, starting 
P2 here so we will see. I think it depends a lot more on the job that you do at the start, to get 
everything right then a little bit of difference on the tyres.  
 
Q: Are there similar grip levels on both sides of the track?  
SV: I think so. The last years it was pretty even so, yeah. Usually the right side or the odd side here 
is a bit cleaner but I’m sure that with the other races across the weekend it should be fine, there 
should be plenty of rubber.  
VB: Nothing to add.  
 
Ends 
 


